COPIES OF THESE DIAGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOAD IN PDF FORMAT FROM HTTPS://WWW.BOEM.GOV/GOM83-CADAstral-DATA.

THE LIMIT OF "8(p) ZONE" DEPICTED HEREON REFLECTS THE 144 HECTARES. THE REGULAR BOUNDARIES ARE DEFINED IN TERMS OF THE LIMITS OF "8(p) ZONE".

The boundaries of the regular aliquots are 1,200 meters on a side and contain 144 hectares. The regular boundaries are defined in terms of the limits of "8(p) Zone".

Copies of these diagrams are available for download in PDF format from https://www.boem.gov/gom83-cadastral-data. The regular boundaries are defined in terms of the limits of "8(p) Zone".

The boundaries of the regular aliquots are 1,200 meters on a side and contain 144 hectares. The regular boundaries are defined in terms of the limits of "8(p) Zone".

For more information visit https://services.arcgisonline.com/arcgis/rest/services/Ocean/World_Ocean_Base/MapServer.